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### 1. Introduction

Systems thinking is an approach to reasoning and treatment of real-world problems based on the fundamental notion of ‘system.’ System here refers to a purposeful assembly of components. Thus, systems thinking is aimed at understanding relationships between components and their overall impact on system outcomes (i.e., intended and unintended) and how a system of interest similarly fits in the broader context of its environment.

There are currently several distinct flavors of systems thinking, both in practice and scholarship; most notably in the disciplines of systems science, systems engineering, and systems dynamics. Each of these, while similar in purpose, has a distinct history and a rich set of methods and tools for various application contexts. The WPI Systems Thinking Colloquium held on 2 October 2019 was aimed at exploring the diversity of perspectives in systems thinking from these disciplines. The colloquium brought together world-renowned experts from both industry and academia to share insights from their research and practice.

The experts were asked to give a thirty-minute presentation reflecting their definition of systems thinking. Many of the presenters addressed this request by discussing methodologies, insights for systems thinking in education, and systems modeling. To elucidate commonalities in the presentations, each was parsed for systems thinking concepts that were mentioned or discussed. Figure 1 below is a Pareto chart that shows the number of speakers who mentioned the concepts listed.
Systems thinking helps leaders meet four challenges of change in ways that other change methods do not:

1. It helps meet the challenge of motivation by showing people how they unwittingly contribute to the very problem they are trying to solve and thus stimulating them to question their own intentions, thinking, and behavior.
2. It helps meet the challenge of collaboration by showing people how their actions not only impact others in the system but also impact themselves in unintended and often undesirable ways.

For this chart, only concepts that were mentioned by more than one presenter are shown. The complete list of concepts collated are: Emergence, problems cannot be solved by technology alone, integrative thinking, soft systems modeling, hard systems modeling, scenario planning, organizational learning, information processing transactions, context, perspectives, holistic thinking perspectives (HTPs), well-structured problems, ill-structured problems, wicked and messy problems, out-of-the-box solutions, boundary of knowledge, volatility, uncertainty, ambiguity, complex adaptive systems, cognitive structures, bivalent logic, and multivalent logic.

Interestingly, several concepts that are mentioned in the literature were not mentioned at all by the presenters. These include the iceberg model, self-organization, oscillation, organized complexity, archetypes, and systemic root cause analysis. It is not clear whether these omissions represent a trend away from these concepts in the systems thinking universe or whether this is simply an artifact of the set of speakers. It is our hope that future colloquia will address this issue.

Subsequent sections of the paper offer a compilation of summaries of the presentations given. Each section title is followed by the presenter’s name. The full presentations and other conference materials can be accessed at the colloquium website [1].

2. Systems Thinking a Catalyst for Purposeful Change by David Peter Stroh

There are systems thinkers who can benefit from understanding how to manage change, and change agents who can benefit from understanding the core principles and tools of systems thinking. This thought piece is intended to serve both groups.

Donella Meadows [2] defines a system as an interconnected set of elements that is coherently organized in a way that achieves something. The vagueness of that last word signals a lot: While systems may be perfectly designed to achieve something, they are not necessarily designed to achieve what people most want them to. I believe then that systems thinking is the ability to understand these interconnections in such a way as to achieve a desired purpose.

Systems thinking helps leaders meet four challenges of change in ways that other change methods do not:
Everyone is in the same boat, and therefore everyone needs to be responsible for redesigning the boat to be more functional.

3. It helps meet the challenge of focus by guiding people to target leverage points instead of leading them to assume that change occurs by doing as much as you can as fast as possible.

4. Finally, it helps meet the need for learning by directing people to continuously question their responsibility, however unintentional, for current reality.

The change process I developed with my long-time collaborator Michael Goodman builds on the creative tension model introduced by our colleague Peter Senge in *The Fifth Discipline* [3]. It guides leaders and other stakeholders through a four-stage change process, each with its own tasks as shown in Figure 2 below:

![Figure 2. Four stages of leading systemic change.](image)

Some recommended guidelines in using this process include:

- Emphasize that developing a shared understanding of the current system and why it exists is the first step towards changing it.
- Align stakeholders around a focusing question beginning with “Why?” such as “Why have we been unable to solve this problem despite our best efforts?”
- Develop a diagram that maps an answer to this question, not “the system” overall.
- Ensure that your systems analysis shows people how they contribute to the problem, tells recognizable human stories using everyday language, includes mental models driving specific cause-effect links, and integrates compassion for people’s experience of the problem with confrontation of their role in creating it.
- Strengthen people’s commitment to change by challenging them to choose between the case for change (which tends to be more obvious) and the case for the status quo (which is less obvious but represents a key obstacle to change).
- Ask additional questions that raise systems awareness such as:
  - If we know the solution, why haven’t we implemented it?
  - How might we be partly responsible, albeit unwittingly, for the problem?
  - What might be the unintended consequences of our proposed solutions?
- What might we have to give up for the whole to succeed?
- Finally, recognize that leading systems change requires more than just new cognitive capacities. It also requires emotional intelligence; the ability to engage people in uncovering the circles they are going in; and the development of character traits such as humility, curiosity, courage, and patience.
3. Systems Thinking the Elephant in the Room by Joseph E. Kasser

What is systems thinking? Let systems thinking be the elephant in the room because we do not really discuss but assume our own definitions of systems thinking and try and move on from there. Namely, the definition of systems thinking depends on who you ask or what you read. The multiple definitions can be grouped into two schools of thought summarized as systemic thinking and systematic thinking: Systemic thinking is about a system taken as a whole to gain an understanding of the system, not as a whole to be taken apart [4]; systematic thinking is about employing a methodical step-by-step process to think about something or to achieve a goal. Using the elephant-in-the-room paradigm, the systemic thinking approach suggests that you need to be all the blind men in the room and combine the perceptions to gain an understanding of the system, whereas the systemic approach suggests that you use a process for that purpose. According to Gharajedaghi [5], both systemic and systematic thinking are needed. Moreover, the perspectives you need depend on the problem, such as those I call the holistic thinking perspectives (HTPs).

The HTPs consist of nine external, internal, progressive and remaining perspectives. The external perspectives are the big picture and operational perspectives of the system. The internal perspectives are the functional and structural perspectives of the system. The progressive perspectives are generic, continuum, and temporal perspectives, and the remaining perspectives are the quantitative and scientific perspectives.

For example, consider a camera as the system of interest. Perceptions from the big picture perspective include where cameras are used, for what purpose, and various assumptions. Perceptions from the operational perspective include capturing images, transporting it safely, viewing images, adjusting settings, and charging the battery. Perceptions from the functional perspective include capturing images, storing images, retrieving images, deleting images, charging the battery, and so on. Perceptions from the structural perspective include the camera body, camera case, and battery charger. Perceptions from the generic perspective include painting, sketching, and other image capture methods or devices. Perceptions from the continuum perspective include different types and models of cameras, and different materials used to construct the camera. Perceptions from the temporal perspective include the evolution of the image capturing media from photographic plates to film to solid-state memory. Perceptions from the quantitative perspective include the number of pixels per inch, lens characteristics, and so on, and inferences from the scientific perspective depend on the problem or issue to be addressed.

Some of us use these perspectives all of the time, most of the time, some of the time, or none of the time. In the case of a camera, one person’s problem might be focused on understanding how a camera works, which needs perceptions from the functional and structural perspectives. Another problem might be focused on capturing images, which needs perceptions from the operational perspective, namely the camera and operator. Another problem might be focused on transporting the camera, which needs perceptions from the operational perspective, namely the camera, operator, and camera case. A fourth problem might be focused on recharging the camera battery, which also needs perceptions from the operational perspective, namely the camera, operator, and charger.

When perceiving the problem-solving process using the HTPs, two sequential problem-solving processes can be identified. The first problem-solving process starts with an undesirable situation and defines the problem, the second problem-solving process provides a solution.

One tool developed from the HTPs is a template for formulating problems using the following steps:

1. The undesirable situation—as perceived from the HTPs;
2. Assumptions—about the situation, problem, solution, constraints etc.;
3. The feasible conceptual future desirable situation (FCFDS)—as perceived from the descriptive HTPs;
4. The problem—how to convert the FCFDS to reality;
5. The solution:
1. The undesirable situation—the need to find an out-of-the-box solution;
2. The problem—how to convert the FCFDS to reality;
3. The solution—is based on a hypothesis; an out-of-the-box solution in one box comes from a
   perception which may have been derived from a similar problem or a modified solution found in another
   box.
4. The problem system operating in the context of the desirable situation.
5. The transition process; a box may contain a different solution to the same/similar problem.

This problem formulation template can be used to help structure the formulation and solution
to certain classes of problems. For example, if the existing undesired situation and the FCFDS are
clearly identified, the problem is well-structured and may have a single solution or may have more
than one acceptable solution. If either or both the existing undesired situation and the FCFDS are
unclear, the problem is ill-structured and cannot be solved [6] and must be converted to one or more
well-structured problems. Extremely ill-structured problems, such as wicked and messy problems,
cannot be solved [6] and must be converted to well-structured problems. Perceptions from the generic
HTP note that problems with unpredictable non-deterministic outcomes, characteristic of wicked
problem are those that appear in the first state in the scientific method, namely a lack of understanding
of something which is beyond the current body of knowledge. Recognition of this perception may
stimulate out-of-the-box solutions.

3.1. Finding Out-of-the-Box Solutions

How can this approach to problem-solving be used to find out-of-the-box solutions? Using the
scientific method and the problem formulation template:

1. The undesirable situation—the need to find an out-of-the-box solution;
2. Assumptions (innovative idea)—everyone is working in a box;
3. The FCFDS—an out-of-the-box solution has been found;
4. The problem—how to convert the FCFDS to reality;
5. The solution—is based on a hypothesis; an out-of-the-box solution in one box comes from a
   solution to the same/similar problem in another box (generic HTP) in a similar manner to TRIZ,
   which can be addressed by the following:

   - Locate the appropriate boxes;
   - Use the “copycat” systems thinking tool to identify how the problem is dealt with in the
     other box and if the solution or a modified solution will work in this box.

Consider two boxes which might contain out-of-the box solutions to problems in a different box. The
Hitchins-Kasser-Massie framework (HKMF) [7] contains a set of boxes by considering the various
phases of the system life cycle and layers of the systems engineering hierarchy, as depicted in Figure 3
from Kasser and Massie [7]. If the current box is positioned in the framework, how the problem is dealt
with in boxes in the same row or column may provide a solution to the problem in the current box.
3.2. Solving Complex Problems

There are two schools of thought in how to solve complex problems. One group proposes the need to develop new tools and techniques to solve complex problems, while the other group believes that complex problems are being remedied successfully. Using the continuum HTP in forming the hypothesis provides a powerful tool in observing that there may be more than one reason or cause for this dichotomy. After 20 years of conducting the research outlined above, eight different perspectives were identified as a combination of causes, which are summarized in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Perspectives for complex problems.](image)

If one looks for a single correct solution to a complex problem, then one will probably be unsuccessful. However, if one looks for an acceptable solution among several potential solutions, then one is more likely to be successful. If one is confusing ill-structured problems with complexity, then one will be unsuccessful. However, if one is trying to solve well-structured problems, then one can be successful.

Regarding the boundary of knowledge, complexity has always been at the boundary of knowledge. Perceptions from the temporal HTP note that, over time as problems we have faced have become more complex, their solutions have always followed the boundary of knowledge at that particular point in time. For example, taking an example from Rumsfeld [8], as illustrated in Figure 5.

The green area depicts the knowledge that we know we know, which has deterministic outcomes. Complex problems that lie within that green area can be addressed successfully, as long as one uses the proper perspectives. Complex problems that lie just above the boundary of knowledge in the yellow area, namely knowledge that we know we don’t know, can be addressed through research using the scientific method. One example of such a problem was the manned space problem of successfully getting a man to the Moon and back. Complex problems that lie in the red area, namely knowledge that we do not know we do not know have non-deterministic outcomes and cannot be addressed...
successfully. The only way to address those problems is to conduct research to move the green area into the yellow area, which advances the yellow area into the red area.

![Figure 5. Complexity in terms of knowledge.](image)

In conclusion, teaching systems thinking requires a different paradigm to find out-of-the-box solutions to complex problems.

4. Distinction, System, Relationship & Perspective- DSRP Is Universal to Systems Thinking by Derek Cabrera and Laura Cabrera

4.1. VUCA World—Volatility Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity

Developed in the military to characterize conflicts in the post-Cold War era, VUCA is an acronym denoting a context characterized by volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity. The term is used by strategists and in managerial circles, and is readily applied across different levels of scale. Advances in technology and communications and the globalization of an increasing array of phenomena mean we all live in a VUCA world. Volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity are all different phenomena, but together they necessitate a new approach to organization, problem solving, and planning. The fourth wave of systems thinking includes: A new logic (bivalent nested in multivalent); focus on simple rules to deal with complexity; universality and content agnosticism; and a focus on metacognition for deeper understanding and emotional intelligence, all of which enable us to tackle VUCA head-on.

4.2. Reality Bias

A mental model is our understanding of the world—an approximation of reality based upon our ideas, beliefs, and past experiences. “Reality bias” refers to our belief that we experience reality directly. Instead, we perceive the real world indirectly through mental models—unique filters that highlight some things, ignore others, and add interpretations. If we notice when our models do not conform to reality, we can use that discrepancy to improve them. This feedback cycle represents the learning process. Mental models shape our understanding of everything around us—from simple to wildly complex phenomena. Our understandings in turn shape our behavior, generating real-life consequences. Figure 6 illustrates this relationship between our mental models and the real world.

![Figure 6. Mental models and the real world.](image)
4.3. The Fourth Wave

The field of systems thinking is widely applied across the physical, natural, and social sciences and the public and private sectors. Scholars in the field recognize four historical waves. Figure 7 depicts the waves and a sample of associated methods, theories, and approaches. While the first three waves differ in terms of philosophical approach, associated theories, and methods, the fourth represents a simultaneous simplification and unification of the field, making systems thinking more accessible to specialist and novice alike.

![Figure 7. Historical research waves in systems thinking.](image)

The first wave included “hard,” expert, or technical systems, and mostly quantitative methodologies. The second wave of systems thinkers reacted to what they perceived as a failure to account for the wider social context and the participation of multiple, diverse stakeholders, and focused more on qualitative methods, collaboration, and facilitation. The third wave criticized this paradigm war and emphasized methodological pluralism while adding consideration of power relations. This pluralism has had the unfortunate side effect of “silofication” of the field into subspecialties. This diversity makes it difficult for newcomers to grasp the field and for seasoned scholars and practitioners to move the field forward.

An emerging fourth wave of systems thinking unifies and advances the field by identifying the DSRP as underlying the diversity of the three waves. Incorporating the modern cognitive sciences, the fourth wave arose from the discovery that systems thinking is a Complex Adaptive System (CAS), an emergent property of DSRP patterns.

4.4. Complex Adaptive Systems and Simple Rules

Complex adaptive systems (CAS) are bottom-up phenomena in which individual “agents” follow simple rules that lead to complex, macro-level outcomes called emergent properties. The agents of a CAS could be organisms, people, organizations, economies, etc. A CAS adapts to survive in its environment. To understand the complexity that emerges in a CAS, we need to discover the simple rules that govern the micro-level behavior of its constituent parts. In many CAS there is no leader or leadership. There are many examples of complex adaptive systems (CAS) in nature, such as ant colonies, and large flocks of birds or schools of fish that move quickly in perfect unison. Humans themselves often constitute complex adaptive systems, in that their simple actions can generate incredible complexity. The human brain is a CAS. Systems thinking is also a CAS, an outcome that emerges from application of four simple rules: Making distinctions and recognizing systems, relationships, and perspectives (DSRP).

4.5. See More

How can we avoid the costly problem of constantly reacting to events? The first three waves of systems thinking encourage us to think deeper. First, to identify the patterns underlying systems so
that we can anticipate or predict events. Next, to seek out systems’ structural properties, enabling us to design systems to produce desired outcomes since “system structure determines behavior.” Then, to understand the significance of mental models. The fourth wave delves into the cognitive structure of mental models, showing us the four patterns underlying all thought, this is depicted in Figure 8. Applying DSRP allows us to recognize the pervasiveness of mental models so we can deconstruct them. It expands our thinking by identifying new perspectives to take and yet-to-be-made distinctions, systems, and relationships. In this way, the fourth wave achieves a newfound balance between both the systems and the thinking aspects of systems thinking.

![Figure 8. Systems thinking concepts and research waves.](image)

**Figure 8.** Systems thinking concepts and research waves.

### 4.6. A Universal Code

Dr. Derek Cabrera identified four simple rules (or patterns) that underlie the multiple approaches and methods that characterize the field of systems thinking. These rules are making distinctions and recognizing systems, relationships, and perspectives (DSRP). As the building blocks of human cognition, they form a universal cognitive code. Each rule consists of two co-implying elements. This means that the existence of one element implies the existence of the other (e.g., for the systems rule, a part implies the existence of a whole and vice versa). While we treat each rule separately to facilitate understanding, in reality the four rules operate simultaneously and in no particular order. Neither D, S, R, nor P exists in isolation. For example, recognizing a system of parts, or the relationships among those parts, or a perspective, all entail making distinctions. So too, a single relationship can be a whole system made up of parts. Figure 9 lists the DSRP rules and elements.

![Figure 9. DSRP (distinction, system, relationship, perspective) patterns and elements.](image)

**Figure 9.** DSRP (distinction, system, relationship, perspective) patterns and elements.

### 4.6.1. Distinctions Identity-Other

One of the rules of DSRP is making distinctions. It is innate for humans to distinguish one thing from another—what is variable is how conscious we are of this process. Distinctions consist of two
co-implying elements: The identity (the thing or idea that is the focus of attention) and the other (that which is not the identity). Distinction-making consists of defining what the problem/issue/thing is, and what it is not, which is an act of boundary making that entails opportunity costs—a critical idea in systems thinking. When you engage in conscious, systematic application of the distinctions rule, you can increase the clarity and precision of your thinking, eliminate redundancy, and promote awareness of perspective (since what we focus on is always a matter of perspective). On the other hand, unconscious distinction making can lead to marginalizing the other and lack of awareness of the sources and the consequences of our boundary making.

4.6.2. Systems Part-Whole

The systems rule—any idea or thing can be split into parts or lumped into a whole—consists of two co-implying elements: Part and whole. Applying this rule simultaneously incorporates reductionism (splitting things into their constituent parts) and holism (seeing everything as part of a larger whole). When we apply the systems rule, we recognize that what is a part of one whole can also be a whole in itself composed of different parts. We also are mindful that the way we organize parts into wholes is influenced by perspective and can change the characteristics of the system.

4.6.3. Relationships Action-Reaction

Relationships are a central focus in systems thinking (e.g., the idea of feedback loops). The relationships rule—any idea or thing can be related to any other idea or thing—is characterized by two elements: Action and reaction. When problem solving, we often look for relationships of correlation, some of which may involve cause and effect. Systems thinking often emphasizes the complexity of relationships, seeking out webs of causality rather than single, linear causes. Thorough application of the relationships rule entails identifying the relationship. Since they are often the hidden dynamics of systems, identifying the relationships among parts is critical to systems thinking.

4.6.4. Perspectives Point-View

Perspectives are integral to the systems thinking concept of mental models. The perspectives rule states that anything or idea can be the point or a view of a perspective. This rule entails two elements: A point (that which is being focused upon or seen) and a view (that which is doing the seeing or focusing). Conscious application of the perspectives rule requires that we acknowledge that what we perceive as reality is really a mental model—just one of many ways to frame information—and proceed to identify the perspective(s) that make up that model. Perspective taking is entailed in every distinction we make and every system and relationship we identify. The ability to identify the perspectives implicit in all information we encounter—and to consider and apply alternative perspectives—is a tremendous aid in problem solving and consensus building. In other words, we need to look at how we and others frame issues, consciously or unknowingly. When we change the way we look at things, the things we look at change.

4.7. A New Logic

Systems thinking entails the application of logic, or often unconscious guiding principles. Bivalent logic entails “either/or,” dichotomous, “black and white” thinking (e.g., right vs. wrong). While easy to apply, bivalent logic is often inadequate to understand the complexity of the real world. Multivalent logic recognizes multiple outcomes and nuance (“shades of grey” rather than black and white) and is conducive to systems thinking. DSRP allows for a new, “both/and” logic that situates bivalent logic within a multivalent frame. Making distinctions is a bivalent act (identity vs. other), but that distinction making occurs simultaneously with application of the relationships, systems, and perspectives rules.
4.8. Information + Structure

We construct mental models (i.e., meaning, knowledge, concepts, ideas) from information and structure. To illustrate this concept, consider language, where information is represented by words. However, the way we structure these words—using mechanics (punctuation) and syntax (which includes word order)—can give different meaning to the same set of words. Consider this example: “Woman without her man is helpless.” And, “Woman, without her, man is helpless.” Structured through differing use of punctuation and syntax, the same set of words can produce entirely different understandings or mental models. In systems thinking, information includes words, numbers, symbols, images, and data. Structure is the underlying cognitive patterns: Making distinctions and recognizing systems, relationships, and perspectives (DSRP). Becoming a systems thinker entails seeing both the information and the structure. The real promise of systems thinking lies in its utility for addressing transdisciplinary “wicked problems”: seemingly intractable, complex issues that involve competing interests and multiple systems (e.g., economic, social, political).

4.9. Systems Mapping

Systems thinkers often use visual models because they convey the complexity of systems. All mental models (i.e., concepts, ideas, etc.) are made of information (data) and DSRP structure that are easily depicted in two-dimensional maps shown below. These maps are content agnostic and can be as simple or complex as the user requires. Every node in a DSRP diagram can be a distinction (an identity or another), system (a part or a whole), relationship (an action or reaction), or perspective (a point or a view). This is illustrated in Figure 10. ThinkBlocks are 3-D, dry-erasable, nested, relational, and perspectival blocks that help people do systems thinking in groups, using their hands to move ideas around to build shared systems models and understanding.

![Figure 10. DSRP Maps.](image)

These tools activate the underlying rules of systems thinking that can be applied to any issue or concern by facilitating distinction making, organizing systems of parts, making relationships between parts (and systems), and altering all of the former based on different perspectives.

5. Reflections on Systems Thinking by Donna H. Rhodes

Systems thinking is such a vast topic that has long been studied and discussed, resulting in a large body of knowledge from multiple fields and disciplines. Yet, I believe there has never been a greater need to re-examine this topic in context of our contemporary world. I share some personal reflections on systems thinking that I hope will contribute to the ongoing dialogue.

My personal worldview that informs this discussion emerges from a number of different experiences. The first of these was my study and early career in anthropology and archaeology. I later went back to graduate school at Binghamton University (then SUNY Binghamton), one of the great centers of systems science and general systems theory [9]. One of my mentors was George Klir, a pioneer in systems science and general systems theory. My primary mentor was Walter Lowen, founding dean and professor at Binghamton, who went from a career in nuclear engineering to...
systems science, especially human systems science. Over the years, we continued to collaborate in investigating and teaching systems thinking in both academia and industry. After spending the first half of my career in industry in systems engineering, I went to MIT where I found an intellectual home in engineering systems.

5.1. Awakening and Awareness

I imagine most of us have asked the question “what is systems thinking?” and “how do I observe it?” But have you asked yourself how it awakened in you, how it awakens in others? One of the things Walter Lowen taught me was that children and grandchildren make wonderful subjects to observe. The picture below (i.e. Figure 11) is my grandson, Nathan, when he was four years old. We were sitting outside and there was a pile of wood, so I said “Nathan, why don’t you try to build a building” … so he went over and built one, knocked it down, built another and knocked it down. After a third time, I heard him say to himself “this is boring.” He stood up and looked around. Like many kids at this age, he was at the time very interested in black holes, so he built this structure. At that time, he had actually never seen or touched a telescope, though we had talked about them and looked at pictures.

![Figure 11. Nathan’s wood block telescope.](image)

If you look just at the picture you might think this was design thinking. He had this quest to understand black holes, so this is what I think prompted him. He had something he wanted to understand, and it opened up when he thought about the context. He looked up, he saw the world around him and in that context constructed this, then spent quite a bit of time looking through his telescope seeking to gain some understanding.

So, the question I would pose around this is can we observe systems thinking? And, with an experience like this I almost think we need to know the systems thinker. Unless I understood what was going on in this little guy’s mind, I might not recognize this as systems thinking. Seeing him and knowing him so well … seeing a switch flip, “oh there is a world out there, I can do something with that.” This is a key question: How does systems thinking awaken?

5.2. Reference Experiences

Another thing I think is very important, and I’ve thought a lot about in recent years as I get older, is the importance of reference experiences. I got involved in archaeology when I was twelve years old, spending two summers working with a team to excavate a very rich archaeological site. There were many layers, many cultures, and many grids where people were digging, so you could really start to see the relationships, cultural indicators, and patterns of where things came from in the world. This experience was an underpinning for my understanding—there is system, there is a context, there are relationships, and all these interesting dimensions to think about. I still reflect on many of the constructs I learned during that time. But, as I later went on to college, I went to an academic archaeology field school, where students learn practical approaches and all sorts of tools—but it was really kind of mechanistic. That can be a problem sometimes in the classroom, so how do we bring this holistic thinking back alive?
5.3. A Systems Education

After my work in archaeology, my return to graduate school at Binghamton University to study systems science turned out to be a whole new awakening for me. One of the most popular courses at Binghamton, developed and taught by a brilliant professor Don Gause, was called heuristic problem solving. Almost everyone who studied systems science at Binghamton in that time period names this as the course that has most influenced their mindset—that woke them to systems thinking. Students were faced with solving seemingly impossible problems, but it was really about systems understanding. It is difficult to describe the true learning experiences in that class; one was a fundamental understanding of context versus context-free. To this day, there are elements of that course that inform my views on systems education. Jerry Weinberg [10], a visiting faculty member there, believed “a system is a way of looking at the world.” His book on an introduction to general systems thinking includes testimonials on how education can lead to systems understanding. An example of this is shown in Figure 12. I think it’s rare to find the same kind of education today, as the outcomes are difficult to measure and the value is rather implicit.

![Figure 12. A system is a way of looking at the world [10].](image)

5.4. Empirical Findings

I don’t think we study systems thinking enough in our field, especially the pathways for how it happens [11]. While at MIT, Heidi Davidz [12] performed doctoral research on the development of engineering systems thinking, and found experiential learning to be one of the key factors. This included the influence of people’s early life experiences in systems-like thinking. One of the findings from her analysis was that 71% of junior engineers did not understand how their organizations define and measure systems thinking. Organizations want their engineers to become systems thinkers but don’t define what this capability means. Caroline Lamb [13], in her subsequent doctoral studies investigated collaborative systems thinking. She found that teams could be capable of systems thinking outcomes, even if every team member was not perceived to be a systems thinker. While exploratory, this has implications for education—how do we in a classroom setting foster group systems thinking in projects, while ensuring we enhance each individual’s capacity for systems thinking?

5.5. Systems Thinking Capacity

Systems thinkers do not all think alike. My mentor, Walter Lowen, wrote a book entitled *Dichotomies of the Mind* [14], that was inspired by his observations of his two sons—one of these he could perfectly understand and the other he could not, or as he said this son was “an unfathomable wonder to me.” This inspired his interest in developing a systems model of the mind. This work, largely grounded in Jungian typology, looks at 16 types of transactions in the processing of information. The model is a concept model, not intended to be a model of the brain. There are certain transactions our minds are capable of and the pathways we each take are different. So, if we acknowledge there are different ways of thinking, such a model can help us understand how to enhance systems thinking capacity, but through an approach that is not “one size fits all.” Accordingly, perhaps for one individual,
classroom activities or lectures are effective, while for another it might be that game-based learning is more effective.

5.6. On Teaching about Systems

I teach a course at MIT, systems architecting applied to enterprises. Most of the students come from professional backgrounds and have taken systems courses on systems engineering, systems architecting, and project management. Many of the students tell me that my course is the one that brings it all together for them, that makes it click. In prior classes they learn theory, constructs, and techniques so this gives me the luxury of building on this knowledge. Students do team projects on a selected enterprise, involving holistic thinking about structures and relationships within an embedded context (ecosystem). Systems learning emerges from the thinking about parts and wholes, and experiential learning of principles such as adaptive capacity and requisite variety. The open question is, how do we combine all these things to make a powerful learning experience for both teams and the individual students? And while these students often are not so interested in theory, I think we can teach from a theoretical perspective through principles-based learning.

5.7. Challenges of Systems Thinking Education

There are many challenges of systems thinking education, including how we awaken and engage the systems thinker, and enhance the awareness of system contexts. We are faced with having to teach the “building block” techniques, but how can we do this in a manner that does not create mechanistic mindset? And, how do we measure the capacity for systems thinking, especially when we acknowledge that systems thinkers have different thinking pathways and learning preferences? I think these are all good research questions. These challenges are summarized in Figure 13.

5.8. Imperative for New Dialogue

I believe there is an imperative for a new dialogue on systems thinking. Some of the driving forces are complexity of systems contexts, volume and intensity of interrelationships in systems, and the velocity of systems knowledge that we are experiencing today. And, we need to expand our focus beyond the systems thinker, to the potential of systems thinkers having augmented intelligence capabilities.

As I reflected on my personal views of systems thinking, I considered whether I should express a definition of systems thinking. Instead, I offer a glimpse of systems wisdom from Gregory Bateson [15] (Figure 14), who has long been an influence on my worldview and beliefs. There is so much wisdom that has been generated that can inform a contemporary understanding of systems thinking. I believe this can be re-framed in context of our world today and the systems we wish to understand and evolve. Then, we can bring this forward into the education of systems thinkers.
6. Why Systems Thinking Is Not a Natural Act by Ricardo Valerdi

It is important to ask: *When is systems thinking natural and when is it not?* Evidence suggests that most people do not possess the innate ability to think systemically. This section provides some possible explanations for this and solutions to consider.

The first reason systems thinking is not a natural act is because human evolution has favored mechanisms tuned to dealing with immediate surface features of problems—Jared Diamond’s book, *Collapse* [16], provides numerous examples of the downside of these “programmed” human tendencies and how they can lead to the downfall of societies. For example, the people on Easter Island did not realize that the root systems of the trees they were cutting down provided the means for capturing rainwater that enabled them to grow crops on an island with little if any soil. Once the trees were gone—all used up to roll statues from the quarries to the coast—they could not grow crops anymore and starved.

A second explanation for the lack of systems thinking is bounded rationality [17]: The complexity of the systems we are called upon to manage overwhelms our cognitive capabilities. Some complex systems are beyond human ability to comprehend, which lead to a natural reductionist reaction that works against the competencies discussed earlier. A related cause is over-specialization. Workers with job functions that have a narrow focus or are based on highly specialized tasks are naturally inclined to have a limited view of the system. This makes it more difficult for them to step back and exercise the competencies referred to earlier. An associated reason that inhibits systems thinking is having a short time horizon. Workers with a constrained view of the system do not have the incentive to apply systems thinking.

A third explanation for the lack of systems thinking is the set of institutional constraints in rigid, hierarchical organizations. Organizations that are required to follow strict command and control protocols such as the military, or highly bureaucratic environments such as the federal government, are not good candidates for systems thinking.

The challenge with systems thinking is that emphasis is often placed on mechanistic/reductionist approaches in decision making. From a young age, students ask insightful questions and are curious about why things happen. However, elementary school curricula are too rigid because they are structured around finding the answer without exploring possibilities. This is also due to teaching memorization rather than problem solving and overemphasis on standardized testing, in part because such tests are easier to grade and believed to be reliable measures of student performance.

The question that follows is: *Are systems thinkers born or made?* In general, intuition works well in frequent and familiar situations; it often fails in situations that are infrequent and unfamiliar due to the strong tendency to map unfamiliar cues to familiar situations that subsequently prompts an inappropriate response. Studies suggest that systems thinkers can be developed through experiential learning [12] and coaching [18]. These examples of systems thinking interventions illustrate their ability to alter thinking, behavior, and results as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Systems thinking interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample Population (n); Intervention (Time)</th>
<th>Systems Thinking Measure (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huz, et al. [19]</td>
<td>Mental health professionals in New York (n = 18); system dynamics model building by a group (t = 6 months)</td>
<td>(1) Participants’ perceptions of the intervention, (2) shifts in participants’ goal structure, (3) shifts in participants’ change strategies, (4) alignment of participant mental models, (5) shifts in understanding how the system functions, (6) shifts in network of agencies that support services integration, (7) changes in system-wide policies and procedures, and (8) changes in outcomes for clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavaleri and Sterman [20]</td>
<td>Insurance claims professionals (n = 70); beer game (t = not reported)</td>
<td>(1) Changes in personal perceptions, (2) changes in behavior, and (3) competency in understanding the principles of the beer game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweeney and Sterman [21]</td>
<td>University students (n = 225); bath tub and cash flow exercises (t = 2 weeks)</td>
<td>(1) Feedback, (2) delays, and (3) stocks and flows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witjes, et al. [22]</td>
<td>Seven- to ten-year-old children in rural Colombia (n = 22); construction of a rain water recollection system and organic vegetable garden (t = 5 months)</td>
<td>Interpretation of drawings in terms of three systems thinking levels: (1) Systems, subsystems and synergy; (2) possessiveness and feedback; and (3) chaos and order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doyle, et al. [23]</td>
<td>University students (n = 46); simulation of the economic long wave model (t = 2 weeks)</td>
<td>Changes in (1) mental models and (2) feedback thinking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Systems thinking could also be developed via games or flight simulators as is done in other disciplines such as aviation and operant conditioning. The case method could also be instructive, such as used at Harvard and Wharton Business Schools. In the end, we need more efficient and effective ways to develop systems thinkers in order to prevent some of the system failures that have resulted in financial, technical, and societal losses.

7. Systems Thinking an Economist’s Perspectives by Mike Radzicki

There are two key concepts in systems thinking. The first is that a system’s structure causes its behavior and the second is that to understand its behavior a system’s structure must be studied holistically. The latter concept implies that a system’s constituent parts and their interactions must be studied together, as a whole, rather than as individual entities to be examined in isolation, and whose behaviors are simply summed up to identify system-wide dynamics.

Importantly, to a large degree, impactful leaders are systems thinkers. For example, many prominent thinkers of the Enlightenment era in general, and key authors of the U.S. Constitution in particular, were systems thinkers. Thomas Paine, with his pamphlet *Common Sense*, helped to shift the public’s focus from events (Lexington and Concord), persons (King George), and policies (taxation without representation) to a new system of government [24]. Similarly, great writers, novelists, and storytellers are systems thinkers. Leo Tolstoy’s *War and Peace*, for example, is chocked full of systems thinking concepts [25]. Great leaders in team sports (e.g., point guards, quarterbacks) are also frequently systems thinkers as they are said to be able to “see the whole court” or quickly “read the defense” and adjust things on the fly. Finally, consider the military. The bottom of the hierarchy is populated by “specs”—i.e., “specialists” while the top of the hierarchy is populated by “generalists”—i.e., “generals”. Generals need to survey the entire battlefield and think through the interactions of the infantry, cavalry, artillery, medical corps, supply lines, etc., as well as the likely actions and reactions of the enemy.

Although impactful leaders frequently think holistically, they suffer, as do all humans, from an inability to accurately think through the implications over time of their own mental models. In other words, the human mind is a poor dynamic simulator. As a consequence, dynamic simulation tools are necessary for impactful leaders to take complete advantage of their systems thinking perspectives. This leads to a third key concept in systems thinking: The principle of accumulation, which states that all dynamic behavior in the world occurs when flows accumulate in stocks. To become masters of systems thinking, impactful leaders need tools that can be used to map-out their mental models with networks of interconnected stocks and flows and then reveal, via simulation, the dynamic behaviors inherent in their structures. Happily, tools such as system dynamics modeling can be used for precisely this purpose [26].
In economics there are many different schools of thought. Although they can be categorized in a variety of ways, one approach for classifying them involves utilizing their method of explanation. At the risk of oversimplification, there are two main methods of explanation employed in economics. Orthodox economists employ the deductive covering law model of explanation, which involves deductive logic and deriving testable hypotheses (i.e., econometrically estimable equations) from fundamental laws and antecedent conditions (i.e., from economic theory). The approach is top-down or from the general to the specific: Theory and logic come first; an examination of the real world occurs second.

Heterodox economists, on the other hand, utilize the pattern modeling approach to explanation, which involves inductive logic, empiricism, and the case study method [27]. In pattern modeling, an economist “detective” tries to piece together an explanation for what has happened (i.e., a pattern) from all of the “clues” at the “scene of a crime.” The metaphor is a puzzle whose pieces have been scattered around the floor. Any similarities among “crime scenes” are collected by the economist detective into a set of “real typologies,” and any similarities among real typologies are identified as “principles of economic systems” [28,29]. The economist detective utilizes knowledge of real typologies and principles of economic systems as an aid to assembling a pattern model at the next crime scene. This approach is bottom-up or from the specific to the general: An examination of the real world occurs first, followed by the assembly of economic principles and theory second.

Of note is that system dynamics modeling follows the pattern modeling process. System dynamics models are pattern models. Similarities among system dynamics models are known as generic structures and similarities among generic structures are known as principles of systems, the most important of which is the principle of accumulation. System dynamics modelers utilize principle of systems and generic structures to model the next problem with which they are presented.

In sum, heterodox economists are systems thinkers and they can exhibit impactful leadership by translating their economic pattern models into their equivalent system dynamics representations, simulating their implications, and redesigning their structures for improved behavior.

8. My Take on Systems Dynamics by Khalid Saeed

I first encountered the term system dynamics in my undergraduate studies in electrical engineering. It concerned the behavior of innate mechanism with characteristic problems like steady state error, instability, and sluggish adjustment. The control process created feedback mechanisms driven by the functions of the error to overcome those problems. I was fascinated when I rediscovered the term system dynamics in a course on operations research, this time in the context of human systems. It showed me how to represent invisible relationships that drive decisions in organizations and create an experimental process to find ways to overcome problematic behavior. Created by a control engineer, Jay Forrester who is credited with inventions like random-access memory and some of the earliest computing systems, system dynamics embodied an alternative approach to calculus that could be applied to behavioral and organizational sciences and economics.

So, what exactly is system dynamics? I had an occasion to conduct a public interview with Jay Forrester in 2013. He was 95 then. My closing question in this interview was: Jay, what do you think you’ll be known for in about 20 years?

Forrester surprisingly did not talk about his ground-shaking work in computers. Here are the highlights of his response:

- So, I would like to be known for having thrown out differential equations in all fields. This is not going to be over the next 50 years.
- And, I would like to be known for having completely replaced economics, and that’s not going to be in 25 years either.
- There are a few others, but that’s enough for now.
Trying to understand the meaning of these statements has been a long journey for me that involved many conversations with Forrester which led to two articles \[30,31\]. At the outset, I’d like to say that the first two statements are related and that many economists share the disdain expressed in the second. The third possibly alluded to the occasional happenstances that involved Forrester in addressing a multiplicity of problems.

First, about the differential equations: A derivative is an ex post computation of historical experience. Thus, a differential equation cannot be compared with the related system in the real world. On the other hand, since reality integrates over time, a logic that captures this integration process can be easily discerned from reality and also compared to it. However, if we were to replace the differential calculus with a process that replicated integration over time, the computational detail of it would be very tedious and you would definitely need a digital computer to carry out the integration in the system so surmised. Digital computers of course did not exist when the elegant art of calculus was created. Now that we have computers that can perform the tedious computations, why not adopt a realistic integration format that can be verified and also intuitively understood?

Forrester devised the bathtub–faucet–drain representation that we have adopted in system dynamics. This representation can be inferred from reality and the models created in it compared to the real constructs and thus verified. Also, our explanatory tool—the feedback loops—are an integral part of this representation. This takes the guessing game out of our explanations of the model behavior. Forrester’s bathtubs and faucets are an intuitive way of representing calculus that is the cornerstone of system dynamics, and he highlighted this as his legacy.

Second, about economics: Although economics started as a descriptive theory, we started representing it using differential calculus and since verification of differential equations is difficult, the verification process was really dispensed with. The abstract models created with calculus gave birth to the concept of rational agency that underpins modern theory. Albeit, the world is run by managers, not rational agents. Manager, an agent in a bounded rational role is the actor in Forrester’s work on economic issues. He aspired to replace rational agency-based economics with manager-based economics. A version of economics that managers can relate to, understand and practice.

Forrester’s book Industrial Dynamics \[32\] in fact presents a manager-based theory of firms and his unpublished national model presents a model of the macroeconomic system as an extension of his model of a firm, since an economy is an aggregate of firms. In these models, the decisions are made by down-to-earth managers who might be trying to balance everyday firm operations like maintaining reasonable levels of inventory and workforce to produce quantities needed for meeting incoming orders. Other managers try to balance production capacity with their perception of what is needed. Problems of inability to meet goals (steady state error), overshoot, instability, and sluggishness in adjustment arise out of the interaction of the bounded rational policies the managers follow. In fact, that is how classical economics described the working of the economy.

Third, about other things, Forrester was interested in applying his approach to a variety of economic and social problems and dealt with them as opportunities arose. He called these opportunities happenstances and his contributions to normative economics—’Urban Dynamics’ \[33\] (an operational framework for economic development) and World Dynamics \[34\] (an operational framework for environmental economics)—arose out of such happenstances.

So, here is my take on what is system dynamics:

- An alternative calculus that is intuitive and can be implemented on modern computers—models built with it are not abstract and can be verified.
- An alternative economics, whose actors are not rational agents, but managers. A gateway to operational policy that can rectify problematic behavior in firms, markets, regions, and national economies.
- A quantitative representation of human organizations in general that can allow us to improve their working through an experimental process.
9. Perspectives on Systems Thinking an Integrative Systems Dynamics Approach by Robert Y. Cavana

9.1. Introduction

“Because the world is so highly interconnected, complexity characterizes all human endeavors. The issues facing humanity have become increasingly complex due to the fact that they are embedded in a global web of ecological, economic, social, cultural, and political processes with dynamic interactions. Such complex problems and challenges cannot be addressed and solved in isolation, or, by applying the single dimensional mindsets and tools of the past. Systems thinking and dynamic approaches offer a holistic and integrative way to assess the major dimensions of complex problems” [35].

In the Figure 15 below, Wakeland [36] provides a Venn diagram of the links between the Portland State University systems science program, and the domains of systems ideas, systems applications, systems methodology, systems research, and systems practice.

![Figure 15. Graphic depiction of the field of systems science and the Portland State University (PSU) systems science program [36].](image)

‘Systems thinking’ and ‘computer modeling and simulation’ appear at the intersection of all these domains. These are often referred to as soft and hard systems modelling. A model is defined as being a representation of the real world. Models can take on different forms, physical, analog, digital (computer), mathematical, and so on. This sense of the word model is the more traditional one and is sometimes referred to as quantitative or ‘hard.’ Soft modelling refers to conceptual and contextual approaches that tend to be more realistic, pluralistic, and holistic than ‘hard’ models. Hard and soft models are sometimes referred to as ‘quantitative’ and ‘qualitative,’ respectively.

9.2. Integrative Systems Dynamics Framework

The integrative system dynamics framework outlined in this presentation is based on the system dynamics methodology developed by Jay Forrester [32] and extended by many others including Coyle [37], Senge [38], Richardson [39], Vennix [40], and Sterman [26]. The development of integrative system dynamics [41] involves five major phases as summarized in Figure 16.

However, it must be emphasized that a specific systems intervention does not require all phases to be undertaken. Rather, these phases are presented as guidelines, and which phases are included in a particular intervention depends on the issues or problems that have generated the systems enquiry and the degree of effort that the organization is prepared to commit to the intervention. Also, these phases can be used in combination with other appropriate management and systems science, and group model building methodologies as the situation requires.
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Phases

1. Problem Structuring
2. Causal Loop Modelling
3. Dynamic Modelling
4. Scenario Planning and Modelling
5. Implementation and Organisational Learning

Figure 16. Integrative systems dynamics framework [40].

Thus ‘integrative system dynamics’ provides a mechanism to extend the traditional ‘boundaries’ of system dynamics as outlined by Mike Jackson [42] in his revised ‘system of systems methodologies’ summarized in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Mike Jackson’s revised ‘system of systems methodologies’—“integrative system dynamics” boundaries [41].

9.3. Selected Integrative Systems Dynamics Framework Projects

9.3.1. Project 1 Drivers of Quality in Health Services [43]

Following an enquiry into seven deaths at Christchurch Hospital, the New Zealand Ministry of Health brought together a group of its own senior policy managers and clinical advisers in an attempt to understand the issues that interact to drive quality at a systems level. It commissioned two systems practitioners to facilitate a program of group model building workshops to help address the behavioral, structural, communication, and relationship issues that together determine the quality of services delivered. However, it proved impossible to get all internal stakeholders to agree on meeting times for the workshops. Subsequently, workshops were held with two different groups within the organization: One group mainly policy staff and the other predominantly clinicians. Causal loop diagrams (CLDs) were developed with each group, but these were shown to be so different that they could not be reconciled or merged to generate a single shared mental model. The project revealed sound evidence for the much-cited different worldviews (mental models) of medical/health clinicians and policy managers.

● Conclusions—MOH Quality Management Study

System dynamics tools are often used to develop an explicit shared mental model of a complex system amongst a group. However, dividing the groups illustrated different perspectives of medical/health practitioners and policy managers. Mixing the groups would probably have begun the process of bridging the two world views and building a common mental model.
9.3.2. Project 1 Analysis of Policy Options for Tobacco Control in New Zealand [44,45]

Tobacco use is a global problem and the health consequences are far reaching. Systemic approaches are needed to help investigate policies to reduce the adverse health effects of tobacco use. A system dynamics model was developed to assist the Ministry of Health to evaluate the dynamic consequences of tobacco control policies in New Zealand. The model consists of six sectors: Population; smoking prevalence; tobacco consumption; second-hand smoke; relative risks; and tobacco attributable deaths. The model was simulated for 20–30 years into the future. The simulation package used was ‘iThink,’ and a user interface was developed for policy analysis. A range of illustrative scenarios were provided, including: Business as usual; fiscal strategies involving less affordable cigarettes; harm minimization strategies involving either less addictive cigarettes or less toxic cigarettes; and combinations of the above policies. The main output variables (performance measures) included current smoking prevalence, tobacco consumption, and tobacco attributable mortality.

- **Conclusions**—Ministry of Health MOH Tobacco policy modelling project

The model provided useful insights and quantification of proposed enhanced cessation intervention—the output was used to support a Government Cabinet paper. In the May 2007 Budget, an extra $42 million over four years was allocated to smoking cessation. More generally, the model has illustrated the principle of using estimates from a survey as input to a mathematical model to generate projections to guide policy. Beyond this, the model provided a learning experience for policy analysts, a tool for policy options analysis, and a way to prioritize investments in data collection vehicles. Perhaps the most important conclusion was that high-quality empirical data and good basic epidemiological analysis can provide inputs that can be synthesized/integrated by systems science to run meaningful and insightful policy experiments in the virtual world.

9.4. Concluding Comments

It is necessary to identify internal and external stakeholders and stakeholder groups related to the goals of the project, and then select potential representatives from these groups. Following this, allocate and engage stakeholders with the different activities/phases in the study to develop the desired outputs (e.g., CLDs, systems maps, System Dynamic models); encourage stakeholder involvement in communicating and implementing systems outputs to create maximum impact (outcomes); follow up with stakeholders’ ongoing continuous improvement; and publicly share stakeholder experiences from the entire systems project through conferences, academic journals, trade magazines, and organizational and community news media. Finally, the greater the stakeholder engagement in the systems project, the greater the impact and outcomes from the project!

10. **And? by Gene Bellinger**

While initially titled “Systems Thinking: Bah! Humbug!” the presentation was retitled to “And?” which might make more sense if you were there or get a chance to watch the video. The presentation represents a compression of 45 years of trial and learning into about 30 min.

We typically approach problems by trying to beat them into submission, though from a systems perspective they might be better looked at as an opportunity to evolve the situation. From the accidental reading of Stafford Beer’s *Platform for Change* I became a systems evangelist to the point where people who asked me what I did shortly thereafter had their eyes glaze over as they were asking themselves, “Why did I ask, and how do I get him to stop?”

For eight decades since the work of Bertalanffy in the 1930’s we’ve been trying to sell systems thinking to the world and for the most part they’re not buying. Mostly because as Pogo said, “We have met the enemy and he is us!”

There was a time when I thought systems thinking was just a not very grown up version of System Dynamics for as Senge said, “We become what we do.” Fortunately, from the work of Michael
systems thinking: creative holism for managers the reasons for the myriad of models and methods which claim to embrace the systems paradigm became apparent.

about this time I also had a couple of rather amazing “aha” moments. one about how I actually create models by simply asking repeatedly, “And, what does this influence?” Along with, “And, what influences this?” I had no idea that all of systems thinking could be distilled down to the question of “And?”

the second “aha” moment had to do with making a connection between a model and a play. if you attend a play you understand how the relationships between the members of the play unfold from one act to another and at the end of the play you leave with the story in mind. if the playwright handed you the script and asked you five minutes later what you thought, you would have little capacity to comprehend the play from that perspective in that time frame.

we have essentially inflicted our models on people in a similar manner giving them little hope of really understanding. it was this “aha” moment that changed me from a systems thinker to a storyteller of relationships and their implications.

i now spend my time with people enabling them to create stories about relationships. as the Heath Brothers claimed in their recent book Moments, what you need is (1) a clear insight; (2) compressed in time; (3) presented in such a way that the audience discovers it themselves.

Two references that may be of some interest:

- **And? It’s All Connected:** https://bra.in/8jga2p.
- **Systems Thinking Postscript:** https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKzd63CdN0.

11. Conclusions

This paper has presented a wide range of views on systems thinking gathered through years of research and practice. although some systems thinking concepts (holism, complexity, mental models, system dynamics, relationships among components, causal loops, feedback, patterns, structure, problem structuring, storytelling, experiential learning) were common to many of the presenters, there is still a long way to go in developing a widely held definition of systems thinking. we hope that this and future colloquia will help both practitioners and researchers reflect on their current practices and further shape the future of systems thinking research and practice.
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